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Teisho By Denkyo Kyozan Joshu Roshi 

Rinzai-Ji Los Angeles 
Roshi’s Anniversary of Coming To America, July 21, 1999 

Translator: Giko 

Mumonkan Case One 

Joshu’s Puppy 

Mumon’s Comment 

 In studying Zen one must pass the barrier set up by Ancient Zen Masters.  For the attainment 
of incomparable satori one has to cast away the discriminating mind.  Those who have not passed the 
barrier, and have not cast away the discriminating mind are all phantoms, haunting trees and plants. 
 

 Today was the day I arrived in America.  I think I remember getting in about  six     o’clock 

in the morning to Los Angeles International Airport.   And so exactly today I have come to live a full 

thirty seven years in America.  And after all of these thirty seven years I really haven’t given anything 

to America.  I haven’t made anything to leave behind for the sake of Americans.  I simply have been 

mischievously eating up American food all these years, and have nothing to show for it. The best thing 

that could happen to guys like me would be if I just got the heck out of here, and was gone for good.   

 But, because some of my students are still hanging around asking me to live a long life I’m 

trying my best to stay alive.  There are a lot of my students who have scattered hither and yon, and 

some have disappeared, and some have given up wearing the koromo, but there are a few who are still 

wearing their robes, asking me to stay alive, so that is why   I’m still here.   

 Really I have nothing to talk about.  But here is this comment that Mumon gave on Joshu’s 

Mu, (So I guess I’ll talk about it.)  The last part of Mumon’s comment we read today says, “You are all 

phantoms, haunting trees and plants.”  Maybe that is what I am.  Maybe I’m just one of those 

phantoms, haunting trees and plants.  We are all these phantoms, haunting trees and plants: wanting 

to meet a beautiful woman or a handsome man, wanting to wear beautiful clothes, or eat delicious 
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things.  But don’t you think we should wake up a little bit?  But, as I just said, I also am a phantom 

haunting trees and plants.   

 But Mumon says that if you do awaken then you will become something different.  You will 

become something that isn’t a phantom haunting trees and plants.  How can you get rid of being a 

phantom haunting trees and plants?  If you are a person who is just hankering after delicious food, or 

beautiful clothes, or a comfortable life then what Mumon is saying is that you are manifesting the kind 

of consciousness that is just the same as a phantom haunting trees and plants. 

 But Mumon goes on to say that there is a different kind of consciousness.  There is the kind of 

consciousness that is the same as a loving mother’s consciousness.  The kind of consciousness that is 

the manifestation of the wisdom that knows that she must live every moment of her life until the 

moment of her death for the sake of her children.  What he is saying is that the people who are 

manifesting a consciousness different from that gang of phantoms who are haunting trees and plants 

are the mothers of this world.   

 When you get to be ninety two the way I am then you really come to  know clearly for yourself 

that the true correct way of being is to be like a loving mother.  Some of you young folks might scold 

me and say, “Roshi, why did it take you until ninety two to figure that out?  You mean you didn’t 

realize that until now?”  If somebody tells me, “Isn’t ninety two a little late to finally wake up to that?”  

There is really nothing I can say. 

 Buddhism says right out that the true mother is someone who has made a strong resolve, has 

firmly determined that she will live in order to nurture her children.  She has resolved to live every 

moment until the moment of her death in order to completely raise up her children.  But there are a 

lot of different sorts of mothers in this world.  Many mothers are thinking about what is best for their 

children, and that is okay, but their way to do this is to end up sticking their heads into many different 

things, and becoming involved in a lot of different things.  And this getting involved in, and sticking 

your head into many different worlds causes its own sorts of problems, and fights and wars start from 

this.  Buddhism says that the true heart of compassion, the sort of compassion that is determined to 
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nurture your children completely, does not cause this sort of fighting.  When you are living in this 

world, because you want your children to be happy you do end up thinking all sorts of different things, 

and associating with all sorts of different people, trying to find the best situation for your child.  

That’s the way it is.  And because of this Buddhism has more precepts, more sila for mothers than for 

anybody else.  But if you are a truly great mother you don’t need all of those sila.   

 If you are a true practicing person then you don’t need sila.  Buddhism names people who are 

true practitioners, who don’t need precepts or sila the Masters of no-self, those who understand the 

practice of no-self, and have experienced it for themselves.     

 According to Buddhism the activity that manifests no-self is the Dharma activity.  But who is it 

who practices no-self?  Of course it is the self.  And that is why Buddhism asks you to investigate 

why the self is born from the activity of no-self, from the Dharma activity.  But it is a very difficult 

thing.   

 As you people who are wearing koromos know it is a very difficult struggle, because I think it is 

fair to say that up until now you all have been stuck in your two dimensional, flat way of thinking.  

Even when you do zazen you are stuck in your flat way of thinking.  But, and you people in koromos 

should think about this carefully, Tathagata Zen says that if you really practice deeply you will find that 

the “I am” self is not born from a  two dimensional world.  If you really practice you will see for 

yourself that the “I am” self absolutely is not manifest from a two dimensional activity.   

 I think it is fair to say that all of you have been doing two dimensional practice.  And I have 

allowed you to do this two dimensional practice, because I know how difficult doing true three 

dimensional practice is, and I know that you have to pass through doing two dimensional practice 

before you can really get into three dimensional practice.  But Tathagata Zen goes on to assert that 

some way or another you have to find a way to throw out your flat two dimensional way of thinking, 

and take up a three dimensional way of thinking in order to really grasp the principle by which you 

come to be born.  

 It is bitter to have to separate from someone you have met.  But everybody has experienced 
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that it is inevitable.  When you meet somebody you must then separate from them.  Buddhism says 

that because you separate then you are able to have the experience again of meeting.  I always tell 

you that tatha-gata and tatha-agata, plus and minus are meeting and then separating over and over 

will-lessly.   

 But some people say, “Roshi, you do say the same thing over and over again, but no matter how 

many times you say it, I can’t seem to get it, I can’t seem to really receive it （受け付ける).  It’s just 

like that actually.  I mean, if you have a bottle and it is all filled up with water, then no matter what 

kind of delicious saké, or clear water you try to pour into that bottle, nothing is going to get in, it is 

already full.  If you are a believer in a religion that insists upon the idea of the “I am” self, if you are a 

person who insists upon asserting the “I am” self, then no matter what kind of talk you listen to you 

won’t be able to really receive it.   

 If you are wearing the koromo please think about this sort of thing a little.  You have entered 

the social world now, but don’t go around like a hurricane in that world, disturbing things.  Be a little 

careful of what you do!  A true mother, no matter what happens, she just smiles and continues her 

life.   

 If the bottle is full of really disgusting tasting saké, no matter how much high class saké you try 

to pour into it it isn’t going to get in that bottle.  And if you say, “No, actually, I did taste that saké.  I 

did drink it,” then the drinking of that saké is tainted with your   “I am” self.  You have put the idea 

of your “I am” self into the good saké, and so you haven’t truly tasted the good saké itself.  And if the 

bottle is on its side, then no matter how much saké you try to pour into that bottle, it might get half 

way full, but most of it will escape, and not get in the bottle.   

 No matter what philosophy or religion it is, as long as a practitioner is attached to his “I am” self 

he will never be able to drink up any kind of teaching he hears.  What will end up happening is that 

more and more he will assert his “I am” self, walking around the world saying, “I’m good just the way I 

am.”  That’s fine.  Especially if you are healthy, if you have money, if you have status you can go 

around and do that.  But even if you are rich sometimes you run into big problems.  For example 
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you could have an airplane accident, or all sorts of things can happen to you.  If you are dependent 

upon being rich, and need to maintain your richness, failure often comes to you.  That is sort of thing 

is really obvious. 

 That is why Buddhism asks you, while you still can, to manifest the wisdom which clearly knows 

the principle by which you come to be born, and by which you pass away.  According to Buddhism if 

you can manifest yourself to the degree that you reach the condition where you don’t need to do living 

anymore, and you don’t need to do dying anymore, within that manifestation, without fail, the great 

heart  of compassion will be manifest.  Everybody talks about “no-self, no-self” but who is it who 

experiences no-self?  Of course it is you, of course it is your self.  And that is why conversely we ask 

you to investigate where that self comes from.  The self comes from no-self.  And when you do 

finally experience that your self comes from no-self, appears out of no-self, then undoubtedly the 

wisdom will arise in you that you must do acts of compassion, you must do acts of love. 

 We are having this party to celebrate the anniversary of my coming to America, and probably 

people will give me presents.  But actually I hardly ever get presents.  Almost nobody has given me 

presents.  A few people, sometimes, but not many.  Those people who do give presents, it is 

probably because they have manifested the heart of compassion, and know they must do acts of 

compassion, so, thank you.  If you are giving presents simply through the arising of the heart of great 

compassion that is good, but if you have some kind of idea, and are giving a donation upon that idea, 

then you yourself should know that it is a dirt present. 

 People came down from Mount Baldy, and I would like to take this opportunity to stand in the 

place of the Rinzai-ji Shika, and thank the people from Mount Baldy who came down and worked hard, 

and cleaned up here.   

 The teaching of Tathagata Zen says that when we are doing the activity of living the purpose of 

it, the goal is to eventually reach the condition of no longer needing to do living anymore.   

 Inevitably the condition of no longer needing to do living anymore will be attained, but just as 

inevitably the dying activity will then wake up.  And it is the dying activity who will lead in the activity 
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of maintaining, continuing this condition of no longer needing to do living.  The self who has 

experienced the condition of no longer needing to do living will then be led by the dying self.  And in 

that world of not needing to do living anymore, following the dying activity, continuing that condition 

of no longer needing to do living, this also is joy. 

  But from that condition, without fail, a new self will be born, a self who must do dying.  If 

you get this far in your practice, if you get to the point where you truly know that a self who must die is 

manifest, that the demon self is inevitably manifest then finally you have reached the level of having 

done Zen practice.  But, you practice three years, or five years, and that kind of wisdom just doesn’t 

seem to arise for you.  In other words the heart of compassion just doesn’t seem to arise.   

 But, as I said, the self that must do dying will be manifest.  And just as inevitably as the self 

who must die is manifest, the condition of no longer needing to do dying is also manifest.  But you 

can practice ten, twenty, thirty, forty years, and if you are practicing unquestioningly affirming the 

position of your “I am” self the wisdom of not needing to do dying anymore will never be manifest.  

The self who no longer needs to die will never be manifest.  In this position people get more and 

more crazy and flustered, worrying,  “How can I possibly transcend the activity of death.”  More and 

more they will go looking for medicine, this or that medicine to help them find the place where they 

don’t need to do the death activity anymore.  Or they go looking for a religion that will them escape 

from the dying activity.  And that is fine I suppose.  There are, after all, many different kinds of 

medicines.  But no matter what medicine you take you still will end up in the world of death, and so, 

those medicines are clearly just psychological drugs. 

 Buddhism says, however, that without fail the Dharma activity will lead you to the condition of 

no longer needing to do dying.   

 And when the condition of no longer needing to do dying is manifest then the living activity will 

wake up, the man will wake up, and it is the living activity that leads in maintaining the world of not 

needing to do dying.  This process is the repetition of the origin and the result, over and over.  Or we 

can call it the manifestation of the repetition of the ultimately small and ultimately large.   
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 And Siddhartha, later called Shakyamuni, the Godfather of Buddhism, the Big Boss of Buddhism 

said this entire process is the activity of The Tathagata.  And when we analyze that we see it is made 

of plus and minus, of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  When we say The Tathagata we mean the condition 

where tatha-gata and tatha-agata have become one.   

 That state is the state that isn’t lopsided towards plus or minus, isn’t lopsided towards U or Mu.  

Everyone likes to talk about salvation, but it is this condition which is truly salvation.  The condition of 

no longer needing to do living is the condition of truly being saved.     

 The condition of no longer needing to do living is brought into being through the living activity 

taking the lead, being helped by the dying activity, but the one who maintains this condition, and helps 

it to continue is not the living activity, is not the man, it is the woman, it is the dying activity.  

According to Buddhism we can call this state heaven.  And so the women are the leaders in heaven.  

The heavenly world is a world where the men are helping the angels, and obeying them, and of course 

the angels of heaven are women.   

 If you hate men, or hate women, that kind of problem that you have disappears in heaven. 

 The women, no matter what you say, are the ones leading in heaven.  The women are the 

masters of heaven.  The women are the almighty ones in the world of not needing to do living 

anymore.   

 Oppositely it is the men who are leading in the manifestation of the ultimately small condition, 

in the manifestation of the world in which dying doesn’t need to be done anymore.  And so Buddhism 

asks you men to be careful, because you are leading in this world.  The female angels are the leaders 

of heaven, but the demons of hell are men.  In Buddhism the demon of hell is Fudo 不動, the 

Immovable Buddha.  There are many pictures of Fudo holding up the entire cosmos with his hands.  

This world of Fudo is the condition of the origin, the root source, the condition of no longer needing to 

do dying.  It is the world maintained by the men.  Everybody seems to be afraid of hell, but in 

Buddhism we say that the one who is taking care of hell is a Buddha.  It is Fudo Buddha, the man 

Buddha.  Men and women both have to do this kind of work (The men must be Fudo, the women 
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must be angels), or this world can not be formed as it should.   

 Buddhism says that it is when we finally manifest hell that we manifest the true state of 

liberation.  When we say liberation we mean to be liberated from the state of salvation.  Being 

liberated means to completely become free from the state of salvation.  Which one do you like?  Do 

you like heaven, or hell?  If you fall into loving heaven or hell then all I can do is laugh at you.  Then 

you are just a man or woman who is full of bunk, who is living a random, slipshod, hit or miss life.  If 

you are not the kind of person who can freely go to heaven and do the work of the angels, and go to 

hell and do the work of the demons then you are neither truly saved nor are you truly liberated.  It is 

no good to be lopsided either way. 

 You have to be like Rinzai.  You have to become like Rinzai if you are going to become a truly 

free person.  If you are not free to manifest heaven or hell then you are not truly free, and if you are 

not a truly free person, then you are not really a person at all.  You have to be not lopsided either 

way. That is why Rinzai said, “If heaven is all full of people   I’ll go to hell.  And when hell gets 

crowded that is when I’ll go to heaven.”   

 The purpose of Tathagata Zen is to make these kind of free people.  So if you are lopsided 

towards anything then it is no good.  But is also no good to think that anything is not necessary.  

Because the imperfect self is the one who inevitably becomes the perfect self.  And the perfect self 

will always manifest the imperfect self.   

 The world of the imperfect self is the sentient world, the world of past, present, and future.  

But when you manifest the perfect self there is neither past, present, nor future.  In Buddhism, 

therefore, there is nothing like things being good or bad.  It is only because we fixate the imperfect “I 

am” self that good and evil appear. 

 Now in our world war is endless.  And the reason why peace never comes is that the 

politicians in our world are all standing up on their “I am” selves, and thinking, “If it is good for me, if it 

is good for my personal ambition, then it must be good.”  And flaunting their authority and power 

they act from that perspective.   
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 I wonder, sometimes, what your purpose is in coming to sanzen, what your purpose is in doing 

Zen practice?  You will become free from your “I am” self.  And I tell you over and over that 

becoming free from your “I am” self means to manifest One True Nature, means to manifest true love.  

But who thinks that?  It is because the true self will break apart, it is because true love will break 

apart that the imperfect self is manifest again who thinks.  And Tathagata Zen says that the imperfect 

self will grow and develop to have correct thinking.   

 So you make fools of your friends and go through tokudo-shiki, but why?  What are you 

learning?  Maybe it is okay to make fun of this old man sitting up here and go through tokudo-shiki.  

If you are a trivial, boring type you might think that sort of thing is fun, but why don’t you try opening 

up your eyes a little bit?  

 So, as I just said, the imperfect self inevitably manifests the perfect self, and the perfect self will 

also manifest the imperfect self always, and that imperfect self will grow to think correctly.  That is 

sanzen (the first words in Mumon’s comment).   

 That is the purpose of this Rinzai-ji temple.  That purpose of sanzen.  Although Rinzai-ji is the 

dirtiest temple in America, and we have this dormitory which is like a pig stye, if you are living in the 

dormitory then wake up to why you are here.  I am asking you, also, if you are at Mount Baldy, to 

remember to think of why I made Mount Baldy. 

 I am ninety two years old, and so I am no longer capable of telling lies to be polite.  I know 

when I die it is only going to be me dying alone with myself.  I just want to talk about the truth before 

I die.   

 So this “Sanzen 参禅” (Mumon mentions) means to investigate tatha-gata and tatha-agata, 

sanzen means to investigate the Dharma activity.  The first character in sanzen, san 参, means to go, 

or to arrive.  It means both to go and to arrive.  And so san means the same as Zen.  In other words 

both must include both the tatha-gata activity, and the tatha-agata activity.  To practice both 

thus-going and thus-coming is what is meant by sanzen.  We are every single day doing both the 

activities of going and coming.  It is a joyous thing.  I don’t know where this world is, but we are 
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living on this world, and going and coming freely.  And there is nothing more wonderful or joyful than 

this.  And so we must find some way to think this world is our world.  Without being able to think in 

this way you cannot do the activity of The Tathagata.   

 The bell rang, and I think it will probably be more fun for you to listen to the piano player who is 

planning to play for this celebration than to listen to this teisho.  So I should probably stop so we can 

listen to the music.  For people, there is no way around it, it seems as if art is necessary.  It is 

important to listen to songs, and listen to the piano.  But what is art?  Zen says that true art must be 

the manifestation of the perfect self.  And so, anybody, when we experience true art we forget 

ourselves, and are moved, and think, “Now that is really art.”  A true artist is a very valuable, precious 

thing.  Better than a boring priest from some boring religion, or a boring Zen monk giving a boring 

talk, a really great true artist is much better than those.  But since most artists simple have as their 

purpose to entertain the “I am” selves, to entertain the deeply desirful fixated imperfect selves, that is 

why this world is such a weird, absurd place. 

 When you are listening to the piano player you must have the attitude that you should forget 

yourself in your listening.  An artist who tries to make you laugh, or tries to entertain you is not the 

real thing.  That kind of art is just a simplistic cultural movement.  The world of true art and the 

world of culture are very different from each other.  And if you are a Zen practitioner you should 

think of it in the same way.  It is no good to enter the world of shukyo 宗教, of the teaching of the 

fundamental thing, and simply be doing a cultural sort of art.  That would just be trying to pull the 

wool over people’s eyes.  That would just be deceiving people.  The purpose of you doing Zen 

practice should be to manifest the kind of art which leads each one of us to show ourselves clearly to 

each other, and helps us all to see each other clearly.   

 I’m over ninety two.  I’m ready to die now anytime.  And so I just spoke honestly today.  If 

it bugged you, then you don’t have to come around here.  I just want to say it right out.  People who 

are my true Friends on the Way (doyu 道友) are only the practitioners who really want to do the 

activity of The Tathagata with me.   
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 The piano is waiting, so let’s stop this talk here. 

 

終 

the end 


